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Short and sweet, Techcondensed 2016. Montreal Canada will provide you with valuable
insights into everything that is new with BASIS technology.

I. BASIS tools for developers

a. Eclipse and Plugins
BASIS has developed their second generation Business BASIC Development Tools (BDT)
on the most popular framework in the world today, Eclipse.
This session showcases all of the plug-ins that are available to the developer
community, from the Code Editor, to WindowBuilder, to AppBuilder, including a
smorgasbord of utility plug-ins from Enterprise Manager to Unit tests, Performance
Analyzer, and many, many more.

b. Full Text Search with Lucene - smart and convenient
The new, Google-type Full Text Indexing and Searching capability can work on any of
the BBj file types, as well as other common file formats such as Microsoft Word
documents and PDF files via the Apache Tika library.
The DBMS uses this technology to tie data files to full text indexes, providing incredibly
fast and robust full text searching over the entire contents of the data.
Through the use of several new built-in system SPROCs, users can perform these
searches on a single table or simultaneously over any number of tables in the database.

c. Business Intelligence with Dashboards and Jasper Reports
Business intelligence is a process for analyzing data and presenting actionable
information to help executives to make more informed business decisions.
BI according to BASIS encompasses easy-to-use tools, such as digital dashboards and
Jasper Reports.
In this session, you will see how BASIS tools can help you collect data from internal
systems and external sources, prepare it for analysis, develop and run queries against
the data, and create reports, dashboards and data visualizations to make the analytical
results available to corporate decision makers as well as operational workers.

It is developed in BBj and Barista, and supplies ISVs with an abundance of business
opportunities including AddonSoftware’s unique commercial open source partnership
program.
It ships the ERP standards out of the box, and comes with a powerful RAD tool that
allows developers to add customizations in a jiffy.

III. Web and Mobile With BASIS
BASIS does not only supply you with the latest and greatest in BBj technology but can
deliver professional services to support you in the modernization of your existing
applications.
For BBj developers, BUI certainly is the superior web app development paradigm and
platform of the future. We are constantly amazed at the number of sophisticated BUI
apps our customers are writing.
BASIS Professional Services has also applied and enhanced this technology to create
successful apps for mobile devices.
At TechCondensed 2016 Montreal Canada , we will showcase several examples for
game-changing mobile web applications, developed by BASIS.

